The simulation of climate on Pleistocene time scales requires coupling subsystems with response time scales which vary over several orders of magnitude. Most models of the coupled atmosphere-oceancryosphere (ADC) system have treated the global ocean as a single isothermal reservoir, resulting in a relatively slow time scale for the surface temperature response. A series of one-dimensional box ocean models and a box-advection diffusion ocean model (Harvey and Schneider in press Cb]) are used to demonstrate that the ocean temperature does not respond with a single time scale. In particular, the first half or more of the response of a mixed layer to a radiative perturbation is governed by the relatively small thermal inertia of the mixed layer, rather than by the thermal inertia of the deep ocean. It is only the final approach to equilibrium which is governed by the thermal inertia of the deep ocean. The boxadvection-diffusion ocean models are added to the ADC model of Kallen and others (1979), the last of which used a single isothermal ocean reservoir and exhibited internal oscillations. We have found that, by adding a multiple time-scale ocean to their model, internal oscillations can be suppressed, thereby confirming the importance of distinguishing between the mixed layer and deeper ocean thermal resEonse time scales (Harvey and Schneider in press [a]).
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Dther issues of importance in practical simulations using coupled ADC models involve asynchronous coupling between the submode1s. Typical computational time steps of atmosphere, ocean and glacial submode1s can be different by an order of magnitude, necessitating asynchronous coupling between these submodels. Although asynchronous coupling can reduce computation time significantly, it can also cause large errors in the transient climatic response to external forcings. Several examples based on the box-advection diffusion model mentioned above have been calculated to illustrate the kinds of errors that different asyn-228 chronous schemes can introduce into coupled ADC model simulations. In particular, fixing atmospheric temperatures leads to very large errors, whereas fixing turbulent energy fluxes between atmospheric and oceanic integration time causes less error in global transient temperature calculations. However there are still likely to be large (but compensating) errors in regional temperature trends with this asynchronous scheme. Although no asynchronous coupling schemes have been tested on the more difficult problem of asynchronous coupling of atmospheric, oceanic and glacier submodels, the experience we have gained with atmosphere/ocean asynchronous coupling schemes strongly suggests that considerable testing will be needed because of the potential errors any particular scheme may introduce in such simulations.
